We conducted a study of citations of papers published between 1996 and 2006 in the CODES and ISSS conferences, representing the hardware/software codesign and system synthesis community. Citations, meaning non-self-citations only, were considered from all papers known to Google Scholar, as well as only from subsequent CODES/ISSS papers. We list the most-cited CODES/ISSS papers of each year, summarizing their topics, and discussing common features of those papers. For comparison purposes, we also measured citations for the computer architecture community's ISCA and MICRO conferences, and for the field-programmable gate array community's FPGA and FCCM conferences. We point out several interesting differences among the citation patterns of the three communities.
INTRODUCTION
As the hardware/software codesign and system synthesis community's flagship conferences of CODES and ISSS (now merged as CODES/ISSS) proceed into their second decade, we pause to consider the ideas published in the past 10 years that have had significant impact. One measure of impact is the number of non-self-citations. This measure is clearly imperfect, but is objective, and may provide some insights despite its imperfections. Using academic paper search and citation tools recently made conveniently accessible, we thus determined the top-cited papers for each year from 1996 to 2006 of CODES/ISSS. We list those papers and discuss some of their topics and features.
For comparison purposes, we determined top-cited papers for two other communities related in some ways to the codesign/synthesis community. One community is the architecture community, whose flagship conferences are ISCA and MICRO. The other is the field-programmable gate array community, whose flagship conferences include FPGA and FCCM. Clearly, none of the three communities are solely defined by the above-listed conferences, as each community includes several other conferences, large and small. Nevertheless, comparing among the three communities as defined by the abovelisted conferences provides a window into some interesting differences among the three communities, which we also discuss.
METHODOLOGY
For the CODES and ISSS conferences (which merged in 2003 into CODES/ISSS), we obtained tables of contents of the proceedings from 1996 to present using online ACM resources. We entered the titles from those proceedings into Google Scholar (scholar.google.com), which not only returns a link to the paper's online version, but also returns a link listing all other papers (known to Google Scholar) that cite that paper. Because selfcitations are of less interest with respect to measuring impact, we processed the citing papers list further by removing all papers in the list authored by an author of the cited paper. Our studies show that self-citations typically accounted for 10% to 25% of a paper's citations. From this point, we use the term "citations" to refer exclusively to non-self-citations. The process was conducted in early 2008, representing therefore a snapshot of citations from that time.
The above process (like all automated citation methods) is not exact [1] . One reason is because not all conferences or papers are in Google Scholar's database. A second is because citing papers sometimes use an incorrect or mistyped title (Google Scholar appears to attempt to correct for such mistakes, but cannot correct for all such mistakes). A third reason is because two people may have the same name (in particular, the same first initials and last name), leading to false self-citation matches. Likewise, misspelled names in citations may also occur. A fourth reason is because citations to identically titled items (e.g., a conference paper and then journal paper with the same title and authors) seem to be grouped in Google Scholar. Our process was partially automated via the use of scripts, while certain steps required manual processing. We manually spot-checked results. While not exact, the above process is desirable over most existing impactmeasuring systems that only consider a small subset of publications when counting citations (e.g., only considering journal publications), and appeared to be more comprehensive than using Citeseer (e.g., for a particular ISCA 2000 paper, Citeseer listed 224 citations, while Google Scholar listed 939). Despite the process' inexactness, the obtained citation numbers seem to still be useful to generally sort the conference papers such that highly-cited papers can be found.
The above process provides total citations to a given paper. We were also interested in the number of citations from the same community, as defined by CODES/ISSS. Thus, for each paper, we created another list containing only (non-self-)citing papers from CODES or ISSS. Several themes can be observed. An earlier theme seems to have been system-level (or multi-processor) partitioning and synthesis, including 96b (Year 1996, ID b), 96c, 97b, 97c, 97d, 98a, 98b, 00b, 01d, and 02d (and 06a). A related theme is scheduling, the focus of 99a, 00c, 02b, 03a. A theme that seems to have evolved through the entire time period is communication, with interface and bus papers 96a, 96d, then 98b, 02c, 03d, 04b, and continuing to network-on-chip papers 05a, 05b, and 06b. Memory issues have attracted some attention, with synthesis in 97a, scratchpad memory in 02a and 04a, and cache in 03c. The emphasis on low-power starting in the late 1990s can be seen with 99a, 00a, 00c, 02a, 02c, and 04a. Application-specific instruction- set processors were addressed by 99b, 01a, and 05d. System-level modeling was addressed by 00d, 01b, 01c, 04c, and 04d, and simulation by 98c, 00d, and 03d. Note that the above themes do not necessarily describe popular topics covered by CODES/ISSS during those years, but rather they describe the papers that have later proven popular (as measured by citations) during those years.
HIGHLY CITED CODES/ISSS PAPERS
We briefly summarize the top six most highly-cited papers appearing in CODES/ISSS from 1996-2006. This summary does not take into account the number of years since publication, and thus older papers have an advantage.
TGFF: Task Graphs for Free [9] -The most-cited paper is 98a, with 194 citations. The paper describes a tool, TGFF, for generating synthetic task graphs that can be used to model applications being input to a system synthesis or scheduling tool. The tool's synthetic task graphs have been used by numerous subsequent synthesis and scheduling approaches, accounting for many of the citations.
Scratchpad Memory: A Design Alternative for Cache On-chip Memory in Embedded Systems [5] . The next most-cited paper is 02a, with 108 citations. This number is especially interesting due to the paper being recent (2002), because there has been less time for citations to occur. The paper discussed scratchpad memory as a means of reducing energy. By using a compiler to insert instructions that move data to and from an on-chip SRAM, rather than relying solely on cache, the simpler memory design and control yields reduced energy. Of note is that all 108 citations appear to come from outside CODES/ISSS.
Bus-Based Communication Synthesis on System-Level [12] -This paper, 96a, received 98 citations, and is one of the top-three most cited by the CODES/ISSS community with 13 citations. The paper presents an algorithm for generation of low cost communication topologies for statically scheduled systems. Given a set of processes communicating via abstract send and receive methods and detailed information on communication requirements of each process, the authors' approach performs a clustering of data transfers and, for each cluster, the approach executes a bus generation algorithm that schedules bus accesses while minimizing total communication cost. [19] -Paper 98b, with 93 citations, presents a codesign approach that incorporates communication protocol selection as a design parameter within hardware/software partitioning. The approach takes into account data transfer rates depending on communication protocol types and configurations, and different operating frequencies of system components, i.e. CPUs, ASICs, and buses. It also takes into account the timing and area influences of drivers and driver calls needed to perform the communication.
Integrating Communication Protocol Selection with Partitioning in Hardware/Software Codesign
Process Partitioning for Distributed Embedded Systems [15] -Paper 96b, with 78 citations, presents a technique for partitioning processes in distributed embedded systems. The partitioning heuristic minimizes both context switch and communication overhead under real-time deadline and process size constraints, while allocating functions to processors that are well suited to those functions.
Designing Domain-Specific Processors [3] -Paper 01a, having 70 citations, presents a semi-automated method for the detection and exploitation of application domain specific instruction set extensions for embedded (VLIW) processors. It consists of three steps. The first step detects frequently occurring operation patterns. In the second step, the patterns are grouped and implemented in a number of Special Function Units. The third step incorporates the custom operations into the code generation process.
One might attribute some of the impact of the above papers as being due to the following. 98a provided a useful mechanism for generating task graphs needed to validate synthesis/scheduling approaches. It thus was in the category of providing a framework to support basic system codesign and synthesis research (another framework-type paper is the SystemC paper of 01b). 96b defined a core codesign / system synthesis problem in a fairly comprehensive manner. 96a and 98b emphasized a rather new problem involving communication synthesis, which continues today as a unique issue in system synthesis. 02a described an architecture/compiler technique (compiler-controlled scratchpad memory) that enabled substantial energy reduction in the energyhungry memory sub-component of a system and that encouraged much subsequent work in compilation and architectures that further improved on the technique. 01a described a new direction in architecture design, application-specific instruction-set processors, yielding performance and energy improvements, and also leading to a large number of new problems and thus subsequent work.
We compared the most cited papers of each year with the least cited papers 1 , and observed that the most cited papers tended to address topics more generally, while the least cited papers tended to focus on highly-specific subjects, or on subjects not central to codesign/synthesis. As an informal test of this observation, we enlisted 5 community members to attempt to rank 6 papers from each of 4 randomly selected years. 3 of those papers were the top-3 cited papers of the given year, and 3 were the least-cited, combined in random order. Each participant was asked to rank each paper 1 (likely most cited) to 6 (likely least cited), based solely on the paper title alone. We summed the ranks and sorted the papers. For each year, the summed ranking of the top two were correct; the third was correct half the time. Figure 1 shows citations per CODES/ISSS paper for the years 2001-2004, thus providing plots for two years before the merge and two years after the merge. The plots include all citations ("All"), and citations from within the CODES/ISSS community ("Comm"). The number on the x-axis represents the rank of a particular paper for the given year based on all citations.
CITATION PATTERNS
The plots of all citations generally exhibit a shape to be expected, where some papers are highly-cited, tapering off approximately linearly to lesser-cited papers. However, two features draw attention. The first feature is the tendency for 3-5 papers per year to get many more citations than remaining papers. Thus, the top-4 papers per year in Table 1 Figure 2 (a), we note that the total citations per paper seem roughly equivalent. However, the FPGA/FCCM community seems to cite their own top papers at a higher rate than CODES/ISSS. Comparing instead with the 2003 MICRO/ISCA plots in Figure 2 (b), we note several significant differences. First, the total citations per paper are much higher (the first 14 papers have citations between 50 and 116, which is beyond the plot's maximum y value). Second, the lowest-ranked papers still have between 5-10 references. Third, the citations from within the community is significantly higher.
The data for 2000 and 2006 showed similar comparative trends relative to CODES/ISSS. Of particular note though was a MICRO/ISCA paper from 2000 that had 939 citations, with 123 from within the community. That paper was entitled: "Wattch: A Framework for Architectural-Level Power Analysis and Optimizations." Like the most highly-cited CODES/ISSS paper, that paper described a framework that enabled extensive subsequent research by others in the community.
The citations from within the community are of particular interest, and thus we examined this feature further. In particular, showing data for all citations ("All"), and for citations from within the CODES/ISSS community ("Comm"). Note that some of the highest-cited papers extend off the top of the chart -see Table 1 for their citation counts. we looked at the situation from the reverse perspective. We examined all 2006 papers published in the three communities, and looked at the list of references cited by those papers. We counted the number of references that referred to papers within the same community (CODES/ISSS, FPGA/FCCM, or MICRO/ISCA). Figure 3 shows the resulting plots for the three communities, for the 25 papers having the most intra-community references for each community. The plots show that MICRO/ISCA papers reference other MICRO/ISCA papers at a much higher rate than the other two communities. The plots also show that FPGA/FCCM papers reference within the community at a higher rate than CODES/ISSS. The percentage of references may also be of interest: For all the papers of each community (not just the top 25), 18% of all MICRO/ISCA references were to papers within the community; the FPGA/FCCM rate was 6%, and the CODES/ISSS rate was 3%. We also examined the percentage of citations from within the community versus all citations, for each year since 1996, for the top-25 cited CODES/ISSS papers in each year (data for remaining papers did not differ significantly, as the remaining papers have few citations). Figure 4 shows results. In 1996, 17% of all citations to CODES/ISSS papers were from subsequent CODES/ISSS papers. In 2006, the rate was 7%.
CONCLUSIONS
Examining the most highly-cited papers from CODES/ISSS can provide insight as to the most significant or influential system codesign and synthesis ideas contributed by the community. The data provided in this paper may prove useful to new researchers in the field attempting to form ideas for high-impact contributions, and to form the basis of paper selection in graduate seminars. It may also prove useful to the community in forming strategic goals for future years.
Furthermore, this paper examined citation and referencing patterns, with some comparison to two related communities. The data showed some differences among communities, and some trends. Conclusions from such data are hard to immediately draw, and instead the data may prove useful for discussion by the community. The differences among communities could suggest that the CODES/ISSS community may seek to define certain foci, or to develop common benchmarks or frameworks to encourage comparative work. Alternatively, the differences may reflect a broader range of strong forums, or the diverse nature of the field. Further discussion and analysis could prove fruitful. Other measures of impact, such as commercialization, are also important to consider. 
